Gen. Władysław Sikorski is generally acknowledged to be a symbol of the Polish democrat. The legend which has surrounded him since his tragic death, the propaganda of the years 1945-1989 and the writings of the historians deeply affected by the first two, all have combined to earn him the image of a true democrat. Characteristically enough, his biographers either attempted to reconstruct details of his life -trying, in a quite conventional vein, to present it against the background of his times -or focused mainly on elucidating military aspects of his career. However,the methods he employed in exercising power have usually been passed over in silence. The authoress of the most comprehensive study of generalSikorski sums up the life of her book`s hero in the following way:"At the age of thirty he rose to a leading position in the Polish Republic. This staggering success led him to develope a very high opinion of himself -bordering on megalomania -and his political skills. As a politician,taking little interest in theoretical deliberations, he displayed much pragmatism. He elaborated no socio-political program, which often left him dithering over what was the best line of action for him to take. His views never went 10 A. Adamczyk beyond some liberal bourgeois conceptions 2 , typical of his era, making him adhere to parliamentary centre throughout his stormy political career. An admirer of political culture of developed bourguois societies, fashioning himself into a Western-style liberal, he still remained deeply affected by the anachronistic conceptions of Polish political thought, so detached from truly democratic patterns, envisaging Poland as a world power" 3 . This short passage -written, it needs to be emphasized,in a very peculiar period in Polish historiography -can serve as a good illustration of the consistent efforts undertaken with a view to cementing the image of Sikorski as a true democrat.In the milieu of Polish exiles the former Prime Minister was probably the only politician of note whose commitment to democratic principles was never brought into question during the era of the Polish People`s Republic -the only reservation made at that time about his political attitude was that he did not go far enough in supporting democratic agenda 4 .It will not be a mistake to assume that this tendency to throw into relief only some aspects ofhis lifewas a part of a greater endeavor to create an interpretation of Polish history that legitimized the Communist regime. Unlike the vast majority of the Polish émigré politicians,Sikorski -it was argued -did not exclude the possibility of coming to terms with the Soviet Union and tried to reach an agreement with Stalin (the fact which was not only regarded as an indication of Sikorski`s democratic views, but also as an evidence of his far-sightedness). What is more, he was even presented as having been willing to go so far as to recognize the right of the Russians to delimit a new and "just" boundary line between Poland and the Soviet Union -Sikorski-Majski agreement, judged in line with its Soviet interpretation, was usually adduced in proof of this willingness. One can hardly escape a conclusion herethat such a way of interpreting history was the result of a political pressure. The Communist propaganda refused to concede that Poland in whose charge remained such politicians as Raczkiewicz, Rydz-Śmigły, Sosnkowski or Składkowski 5 deserved to be referred to as a democratic state.Sikorski was clearly left out of the group of politicians readily labeled as reactionary.
A strategy employed in trying to portray Sikorski as an avid democrat was very simple. All books on general Sikorski -regardless of whether they were written by those who were favorably inclined toward his policy, those who denounced it as wrong-headed, those who lived in exile or those who lived in the Polish People`s Republic -tended to share the opinion that Sikorski came to power following the bankruptcy of the authoritarian governments of "Sanacja" regime (which in the early period of the Polish 2 The language used by the authoress is typical of works that appeared in print in the years 1947-1989. The term "bourgeois" was usually used at that time to denote Western democratic systems, while the term "democracy" referred to the so-called people`s democracies -states that remained under Soviet domination. 3 4 Characteristically, StanisławMikołajczyk who also as Prime Minister led the Polish Government in exile and who was even more than Sikorski willing to collaborate with Communists came to be judged by the Communist historiography much more severely. It was only the book by Andrzej Paczkowski that put quite a new slant on Mikołajczyk: A. Paczkowski, Mikołajczyk, czyliklęskarealisty (Mikołajczyk or a realist`s defeat), Warszawa 1991. 5 "PoradnikPropagandysty" (Self-Help Book of the Propagandist) 1946, No 3 (14) , p. 15
People`s Republic were regarded as anti-democratic) 6 . The authorities whose democratic character was questioned were simply and arbitrarily assumed to have had to be automatically replaced by the ones whose commitment to democracy was in no doubt. Sikorski was looked upon just as one of the pillars of the process of democratization of Polish government.The case was made, however, that -despite his adherence to democratic principles -the full democratization of the Coalition Cabinet at whose head he stood could not be effected because of some reactionary politicians of whom the Council of Ministers was made up (its first composition included the representatives of Sanacja and after the reconstruction of the Cabinet, it was also joined by the representatives of the Polish nationalist movement).
The plane crash in which he was killed served only to enhance his reputation as a soldier-democrat. Andrzej Garlicki is right in saying that rumors about his assassination added to this democratic image 7 . His tragic death itself begot the rhetoric which also had a hand in creating the image. He was said to have died as servant of democracy and protector of the law and order. Such comments, especially when made by foreign statesmen, lent credence to the image of a politician allegedly committed to democratic principles 8 . The perception of Sikorski had not changed after the collapse of Communism in 1989 -he was still surrounded by this democratic halo. Quite uncritically 9 , the democratic image was skillfully made use of in creating the Post-communist interpretation of the Polish history of the second part of the 20 th century. The portrait of Sikorski as a democrat, an advocate of national reconciliation, and a legalist was clearly in line with the interpretation of history offered and supported by the Post-communist circles. Scholars have paid little or no attention to how he came to power and what prerogatives he exercised as Prime Minister. The way in which his government was viewed and reviewed by the Polish people, both at home and in exile,has also been subject to no scrutiny.There have been no serious attempts to analyze the actions of his government in terms of their compliance with the April Constitution of 1935. However, to neglect such analyzes was to uncritically accept the opinions held of Sikorski by his stalwart émigré adherents who either invoked the doctrine of reason of state or pointed out exceptional circumstances in which he had to act to justify all his decisions. The examination of the problems that have 12 A. Adamczyk so far been ignored by scholars is more than likely to encourage inferences entirely different from those arrived at in the Communist historiography (The April Constitution of 1935 was fascist and for this reason neither Prime Minister nor government should consider themselves bound by it 10 ).The reasons for so special a treatment accorded Sikorski by scholars were as follows:1) After 1989,in the process of restoring a fully sovereign state, the Polish eliteslooked backfor inspiration to the tradition of the inter-war Poland. However, the reliance on this tradition took on a peculiar quality.On one hand, there were no attempts to question the legitimacy of the system founded upon the April Constitution of 1935 -an undemocratic one -which was clearly seen in the transfer of presidential insignia by President Ryszard Kaczorowsk (President in exile) to President Lech Wałęsa, since the former`s power rested upon the Constitution just mentioned.In the task of rebuilding democracy, on the other hand, it was simply awkward to praise undemocratic system. This ambiguity manifested itself mainly in the attitude toward Józef Piłsudski. With so great a number of statues erected in his honor all over the country after 1989, heseemed to be commemorated mainly for his activities during the years 1914-1920.
2) Sikorski was an historical personage who owed his entrenched image to the legend and "Gibraltar myth" that surrounded him. The fact that his cult was countenanced, not to say, encouraged during the Communist era -the proof of which can be seen in the efforts undertaken by the Communist authorities to exhume Sikorski`s body and have it reburied in Poland -contributed to creating this legend 11 . In the Third Republic of Poland the attempts made with a view to promotingthe image of general Sikorski satisfying all criteria of national hero were brought to a successful completion-Sikorski was buried in a crypt of the historic Wawel Cathedral on 17 September 1993 12 .
3) In the period 1989-1993 historical studies ofSikorski`s political activities were not as advanced as to give one a reason to challenge his commitment to democracy. As a consequence, all the legal acts that derived their legitimacy from the Constitution of 1935 came to be regarded as having been invalidated (This concerned for example the act of designating President Raczkiewicz as well as the way in which the Council of Ministers was appointed). Hence, it was necessary to substitute legal government that rested its power on "lawful basis" for the one whose legitimacy rested upon "illegal" constitution. General Władysław Sikorskiheaded the government twice, each time facing unusual circumstances. The first time he took the helm of the government following the assassination of President Gabriel Narutowicz.The second time in Paris, following defeat in the September Campaign in 1939 when President Raczkiewicz entrusted him with the mission of creating the government of national unity.In theory, on both occasions he seized power in a perfectly legal way.With regard to the second time, however, his coming to power can be considered to have been the result of a coup d`etat. It gave rise to a new political constellation from which Sikorski was able to derive a number of political benefits.
THE SEIZURE OF POWER AND ITS RANGE
The events that ensued after17 September 1939 were of crucial importance for his future as Prime Minister. The Soviet Union`s entry into the territory of the Polish Republic made it necessary for the Polish authorities to abandon the country and direct the struggle from within the territory of one of the allies. In deciding to leave the country, President Mościcki -in whose hands was concentrated all power -failed to foresee that he would be deprived of the possibility to exercise his constitutional rights. Following his detention in Rumania, he had been left with no other option but to make use of one of his prerogatives and appoint his successorwho -after being sworn in -was going tostep into the shoes of the incumbent president.
Scholars diverge in their opinions about who stood behind the internment of the Polish authorities 13 . There is no doubt, however, that those who instigated this action wanted both President Mościcki as well as the Cabinet led by general Sławoj-Składkowski ousted from power. President Mościcki, at least during the first days of his internment was not going to make it easier for the opposition to assume power. Frompolitical scuffle which broke out over the internment of Head of State,there seemed to be emerging three possible scenarios. 1)The first scenario, opted for by the President as the best possibleunder the given circumstances, presupposed that general Kazimierz Sosnkowski would be made a formal successor of the President -the Marshal Rydz-Śmigły who had earlier been chosen 13 Four different views are to be found in scholarly literature on the internment of President, the Government and the Commander-in-Chief: 1) The internment took place on the independent initiative taken by the Romanian government (this view is adhered to by very few scholars); 2) The internment was a result of the pressure exerted by both German and Soviet authorities; 3) it is some French political circles known for wielding much influence in Romania and for being unfavorably disposed to the Piłsudski ruling camp that are to blame for detaining the Polish President and the Government; 4) it is the Polish opposition that stood behind the internment of the representatives of the Piłsudski regime. For more on the problem of the internment and particularly on the part Sikorski played in it see: A. Cienciała, "Jak doszło do internowania rządu w Rumunii as the President`s formal successor suffered the same fate of internment. Then, Sosnkowski was to form his own Cabinet whose policy was to be left entirely to his discretion. Mościcki, however, did not decide to pursue this scenario, since he did not knowSosnkowski`s whereabouts. It was feared that Sosnkowski may have failed to leave the country and would notfor this very reason be able to take upon himself the task which he was to be entrusted with. 2) The second one which was also endorsed by the President -who, however, regarded it as only a temporary solution -presupposed that at least as long as Sosnkowski`s ability to play any political role remained uncertain, the power would pass togeneral Bolesław Wieniawa-Długoszowski, the Polish Ambassador to Rome.Wieniawa-Długoszowski even managed to take up presidential powers and entrust the PrimateAugust Hlond with the mission of creating a new Cabinet. This plan, however, was thwarted by France`s unprecedented interference in the Polish affairs 14 .
3) The third scenario was endorsed by the opposition. According to it, the Polish pre-war opposition was to call for presidency to be offered toIgnacy Paderewski who in turn was to designateSikorski as Prime Minister 15 . With no party capable of carrying through their own plan, this political haggling ended in a compromise. The position of future president, now to be appointed by the incumbent president -Mościcki decided to choose as his successor Władysław Raczkiewicz, the former Speaker of the Upper Chamber of the Polish Parliament -was to be offset by that of Prime Minister whose office was finally taken by Sikorski 16 . Taking charge of the government was Sikorski`s first step in his efforts to remove the members of Sanacja regime from power.If primary sources give us no ground to believe that Sikorski, prior to his nomination for the post of Prime Minister, was seized with a lust for power and was determined to secure for himself the position of chief of government 17 , then his later activities allow us to argue that he set about building a political system which had little in common with democratic principles, allegedly adhered to by Sikorski. The establishment of the chancellor system of government under the given circumstances required three things. 1) The undermining of the position of the President which under the April Constitution of 1935 was very strong. 2) The depriving ofthe head of state of the very possibility of building a reliable and active powerbase.
3) The concentrating of as large a share of power as possible. One way or another, any attempt to establish authoritarian system of government had to result in a conflict with Raczkiewicz. The personality clash was likely to end up in Sikorski`s victory. Younger than the Prime Minister, the Presidentwas a civil servant type rather than a political animal, with no reputation for coping with multidimensional conflict 18 . Besides,his political decisions were affected by his illness (leukemia) which, since it was progressing, actually eliminated him from political life. With the President no longer able to play an active role in the affairs, the position of Prime Minister -regardless of who was going to hold the office -grew in importance. Impelled by ambition and more active than the President, Sikorski took every advantage of the situation he was in to achieve his goals -the fact unanimously stressed by all his biographers.
The view commonly held by scholars is that the Paris Agreement ledSikorski to concentrate in his hands executive powers vested in Prime Minister and the Commanderin-Chief. The books on military history indicate that Sikorski as head of government also supervised all military matters. The thing which is usually left out of all discussions on the general is the fact that he was also in charge of the Ministry of Internal Affairs and the Ministry of Justice. First of all, it needs to be stressed that one was to be allowed to exercise the function of Prime Minister and that of Commander-in-Chief only for a limited period of time. Raczkiewicz, however, made a mistake by failing tospecify precisely the length of time after which Prime Minister was to be required to renounce one of the two functions.
There are three conclusions to be drawn from the new situation which had arisen. 1) Prior to the outbreak of the Second World War there was no politician in Poland who would have been able to concentrate in his hands as great a power as that held by Sikorski.
2) The goal which he had in mind when he decided to take charge of all key ministries in his Cabinet was to provide himself with the possibility of using state apparatus in the struggle with the President and the opposition of the members of the pre-war regime whose influence he wanted to eliminate.His promise to give up the command of the army the moment there had appeared in exile an officer who outranked him and could thus replace him as commander-in-chief was not kept 19 . 3)Although he had no powerbase to rely on for the execution of any political plan, it was already in September 1939 that he decided to embrace the authoritarian system of government -with himself, of course, calling the tune.
Scholars have usually followed very specious interpretation in presenting his internal policy -the one which did not concern Poland`s relations with other powers -making no attempt to specify the goals it was supposed to achieve. To reveal the goals Sikorski set himself would be to sully his reputation as a democrat. The general, however, right after he had come to power -himself or through the assistance of those on whose support he could rely -took three steps clearly designed to cement his leading position in the Polish politics of the time. 1) He succeeded in divesting the president of the ability to exercise some of the prerogatives vested in head of state. 2) He took an effort to make sure that he 18 
16
A. Adamczyk would succeed Raczkiewicz as President.3) he initiated the action calculated to get rid of some of the constitutional organs that could limit Prime Minister`s power. All these moves were of course presented as having been taken with a view to making the system more democratic than that left behind by Sanacja regime.
It was with the so-called Paris agreement, signed andput into effect on 30 September 1939 that Sikorski came to be allowed to influence the way in which some of the presidential prerogatives were to be exercised. Affected by democratic sentiments which seemed to be sweeping over the Polish society, Raczkiewicz released a statement in which he agreed to consult the Prime Minister for the exercise of some of his prerogatives, even though the April Constitution did not require him to do so. One, however, was not justified in treating the statement as announcing a formal agreement which the President decided to sign with the Prime Minister and which was legally binding on him. It was nothing but an expression of the President`s good will. In the slightly changed circumstances, however, on 9 December the statement was publishedin "Monitor Polski". The decision to publish the President`s political declaration in the organ which served at the time as "Dziennik Ustaw" (Journal of Laws of the Republic of Poland) -which, it is worthy of mention, was in violation of the Constitution 20 -was calculated to turn the President`s statement into a formal interpretation of the Constitution 21 , thus making it a legal act which the President was required to follow in the exercise of his power. "The Paris agreement" and the way in which it was used often drove a wedge between Polish politicians in exile, provoking much strife and dissentions 22 . There is no doubt, however, that it was the Prime Minister who was going to reap benefits from the state of affairs which had begun to emerge towards the end of 1939 23 . The next step was designed to enable Sikorski -at leastin the long run -to rise to presidency. As long as the office was exercised by Raczkiewicz who displayed little or no great political ambitions, Sikorski had no reason to worry about having his power limited to any serious extent. With the office, however, going to someone seized with political ambitions and gifted with political skills, Sikorski`s position was likely to be 20 It is this article of the Constitution that vested in the President uniform and undivided state power. 21 For more on the problem see: W Rostocki, Stosowanie Konstytucji Kwietniowej w czasie II wojny światowej (The application of the April Constitution during the Second World War), Lublin 1988. 22 The most serious trial of strength in the interpretation of the Paris Agreement took place during the crisis of 1947. Without consulting the Prime Minister, the dying President W. Raczkiewicz designated a new person to succeed him in the office of President, which had the effect laid down in the Article 24 of the Constitution. See: R. Habielski undermined.Sikorski knew that turning the Paris Agreement into an official and legally bidding document -and such attempts were made -would not be enough to offset the influence of new president. Hence, at the turn of September and October of 1939 the pressure was applied onRaczkiewicz who was urged to appoint -in accordance with the article 24 of the Constitution -Sikorski as his successor. Raczkiewicz, however, showed some dexterity in dealing with the whole thing. At first, he was slow about making his decision, since he wanted to see -that is at least how he justified his action -if the nomination could be expected to go down well with those Polish politicians who still stayed in Poland. He also did not try to conceal his reluctance to nominate as future president the person who not only exercised the office of Prime Minister but also served as Commander-in-Chief. Finally, he decided to designate general K. Sosnkowski as a future president, ignoring the accusations that in doing this he broke the Paris Agreement (the nomination was announced in the Monitor of Poland on the October the thirteenth). Undoubtedly, the Prime Minister must have regarded the appointment of Sosnkowski as his political failure. It led him to make an attempt at neutralizing or even eliminating his new opponent.Sikorski renounced his position as Commander-in-Chief, to be filled now by Sosnkowski -this renunciation was a step which he was required to take following the previous agreement.But he also put Sosnkowski in charge of one of the ministries in his government, thus in fact significantlyreducing the latter`s control of the army. What is more, in his capacity as ministerSosnkowski was to oversee the exchange of information with the occupied Poland, the task which he was supposed to discharge along withStanisław Kot. As a result, he got himself entangled in competence disputes. If the Prime Minister intended to make Sosnkowski struggle with problems of secondary importance, which of course had to result in curtailing the latter`s chances to gain more political influence (leaving aside the fact whether Sosnkowski was willing to vie with the Prime Minister for power), then he can be considered to have achieved his goal 24 . Sikorski and his followers also made an attempt to prevent parliament from exercising effective control of the government andfrom applying the article 31 section 2 of the Constitution 25 . Pressed by the pre-war opposition which called for realizing"the idea of national unity", the President decided to dissolve the Parliament on2 November 1939. In doing this Raczkiewicz deprived himself of the possibility of applying the article 71 section 2 of the Constitution which allowed the Parliament to perform its function. The National Council, brought into being on 2 December 1939 was supposed to serve as a stopgap for the dissolved parliament 26 . Leaving aside the fact that no representative of the 24 M. Pestkowska, Kazimierz Sosnkowski, Wrocław 1995, pp. 89-90. 25 The fragment of the Constitution under discussion was framed in the following way: Control over the exercise of power by the government manifests itself in the Seym`s right to: a) call for the resignation of the government or Minister; b) bring Prime Minister or other Ministers to account for their actions; c) interpellate the government; d) approve of the audit of government expenditure and give the government vote of approval; e) participate in the exercise of control over state debts. 26 An expert on the history of the Polish parliament in exilemaintains that: the Council was an advisory body holding little significance in the structure of the Polish state in exile. It was President who was to create the Council out of distinguished politicians representing main political parties and staying in France or in one of the neighboring countries -but he was to do so at the instance of Prime Minister. At first (1939) (1940) ) the council was made up of a dozen or so members and laterbeginning with 1942 -included several dozen men. The role to be performed by the council never changed, since the body was not brought into being by elections. The latter could not be held during
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A. Adamczyk pre-war ruling elite was offered a place in the Council, the body could not be regarded as politicallyrepresentative, since it included no members of national minorities inhabiting Poland prior to the outbreak of the war, which -considering the need to counteract the propaganda of the Stalinist Russia -was a mistake 27 . This is a clear argument -and not the only one -that the idea of national reconciliation was nothing but a façadedesigned to hide the intention of remodeling the Polish political system 28 . The attempts made at the turn of 1939-1940 to solidify the authoritarian system can hardly be accounted for by the need to preserve the legal continuance of the Polish state or by the commitment to adhere to the principles inherent in the April Constitution thought of as ruling out any other alternative solutions.
BETWEEN TWO FORMS OF AUTHORITARIANISM
There is no doubt that neither Sikorski nor those connected with him -except for their ambition to maintain power -had a political program to follow in building a future Polish state once the war was over. The reasons for this were twofold 1) During the ascendancy of the Piłsudski adherents in the inter-war period, the main goal to be pursued by the opposition confined itself toousting the former from power, 2) Following defeat in the September campaign, at the turn of September and October of 1939, no leader of the prewar opposition could have aspired to play a role of the ideologist of the new authorities. Hence, the government had been left with no other option but to rely for their state philosophy on concepts and ideas developed in the milieu of the Piłsudski adherents prior to the outbreak of the war 29 . No attempts were made at redefining the essence of state and its ethical foundations. State was still regarded as an independent and objective being, endowed with its own consciousness, following its own laws and moral principles. idea of state as sovereign being pursuing its own particular interests (the reason of state), it actually moved far away from all ideas concerning the nature of state, adhered to among the Piłsudski supporters. The slogans of "political realism"and the emphasis put upon the necessity to abandon Beck`s policy of overweening ambitions in foreign policy stood in stark conflict with the viewadvocated by the Piłsudski adherents that a sovereign state is supreme being whose supremacy must remain unchallenged (Sikorski`s government was clearly guilty of violation of the idea of sovereignty by yielding to the British pressure concerning the way in which Poland should shape her relations with the Soviet Union).Sikorski and his supporters also followed the Piłsudski adherents in regarding state as a vehicle for shaping public life and promoting specific social values. In this regard, however, the only thing they seemed to achieve was to draw a sharp contrast between a "good society" and evil members of the Piłsudski camp -the latter held responsible for turning Poland into a Fascist-style stateand bringing about a resounding defeat Poland suffered in the September of 1939 31 . Following this line of reasoning, Sikorski and his supporterscontested the conviction that the elites connected with Pilsudski should be recognized as having made the main contribution to the rebirth of an independent Poland in 1918. Whilethe Piłsudski adherents did not deserve to be given credit for restoring an independent Poland in 1918, they certainly could be to blame for her fall in 1939. This criticism came to be supplemented by the belief that the creation of the new Poland, the one to be emerged from the war, could be effected by nobody but the members of the new ruling camp gathered around the Prime Minister and the Commander-in-Chief of the Polish army.The rejection of Piłsudski`s legacy was also clearly seen in repealing the law of 7 April 1938 -the Protection of Good Name of Marshal Piłsudski Bill 32 . Sikorski also to a great extent relied on his predecessors for policy making model. He believedit is the past that needs to be turned to for knowledge concerning political activity. He was also convinced the main goal of this activity was to be aimed at defeating politicalopponents 33 , whichled him to consider the task of removing all members of "Sanacja" regime from political life as one of the key goals to be pursued in his political activity. In Sikorski`s opinion the Piłsudski adherents, still able to exert some influence upon the President, were to pose the most serious threat for his position. The struggle against the Sanacja Regime allowed the pre-war opposition to become consolidated and united around the Prime Minister. The belief that it was necessary to jettison allSanacja 31 Sikorski blamed the Piłsudski adherents for a resounding defeat in the September campaign in a letter he wrote to his predecessor in office. See: A. Adamczyk 32 In an effort to justify the motion its proponent colonel IzydorModelski said that the statute is derived from totalitarian theories that elevate individual above the nation. Neither in the past nor in the present can its legitimacy be found. It is an anomaly and as such needs to be repealed. A. Adamczyk legacy served as a convenient justification for leaving some important aspects of both domestic and foreign policy entirelyneglected.
In the initial stage of exercising his office, Sikorski -following the example of his predecessors -upheld the division of policy making model into two parts: the first one which can be referred to as directive involved plans and arrangements that came directly from the general`s office, and the second one called non-directive bound up with some political issues which were not directly supervised by the Prime Minister. Sikorskiupon taking the helm of the government endowed himself with prerogative powers much wider than those enjoyed by Piłsudski (which is clearly indicated by a number of resorts in whose personal charge he remained and which can also be clearly seen in the comparison with the formal scope of power held by Piłsudski right after he carried out the coup d`etat in May 1926.)
Sikorski`s attitude towards the law was also the same as that which characterized the Piłsudski adherents. This was reflected 1) in the Machiavellian treatment accorded the law by the representatives of the new ruling camp in spite of the fact that the Prime Minister tried to pass himself off as a guardian of the idea of the rule of law; 2) in allowing for the possibility of using extra-legal means (especially in the political struggle); and 3) in the use of the existing laws in a way which was out of keeping with the intentions of those who created them 34 -the practice which was also patterned after the one used by the Piłsudski adherents.Such an approach had the effect of making the political struggle assume an obliterating character. It suffices to mention that in trying to get rid of the threat -whether it was real or imaginary -posed by Sanacja, the same methods were used as those used by Sanacja itself in the years 1926-1939.
THE ELIMINATION OF POLITICAL OPPONENTS
Of course, formally the representatives of the new ruling camp declared to have droppedthe methods once employed by the Sanacja regime. With suspicious circumstances surrounding the death ofgeneralWłodzimierz Zagórski 35 , with general Jordan-Rozwadowski suffering from sudden health problems(which resulted in his death) 36 , withWojciech Korfantymeeting the same fate, and with a variety of other episodes taking place in the pre-war period, one was supposed to have no difficulty in discerning both the pathological character of thecriminalregime 37 as well as the need to deprive the remaining adherents of the Marshal Piłsudski of any influence on public life. 34 Ibidem, p. 183. 35 That it should be treated as a justified goal to be pursued by Sikorski and his followers in their political struggle was repeated in their propaganda with the same frequency as the opinion that the Piłsudski adherents were to blame for the defeat suffered by Poland in the September campaign.These questions were raised by the Fact Finding Commission to Enquire into Recent Events in Poland 38 . It needs to be stressed that at the turn of 1939/1940 the strife which had been sweeping across the Polish political arena showed no sign of relenting and the analysis of the political situation given by the new ruling elite pointed out that the Third Reich and the Soviet Union were not always defined as likely to remain Poland`s main enemies for the rest of the war 39 . The decisions then taken make it quite clear that such a view was also shared by Sikorski who kept receiving unconfirmed reports concerning the alleged re-emergence of military structures of POW (The Polish Military Organization led by Piłsudski during the First World War) 40 . It was this rumors that led Sikorski to decide to remove the leader of the home underground movement,general MichałTokarzewski-Karaszewicz, from his position 41 . Officially, the organizer and commander of the Service for Poland`s Victory (the organization which was the precursor to the Union for Armed Struggle and the Home Army)TokarzewskiKaraszewicz was slated to become commander-in-chief of the Polish clandestine movement under Soviet Occupation.However, to send to Lviv a soldier who served there before the war as a commanding officer of the Corps area (okręg korpusu) and whose face was instantly recognizable there was to attempt to eliminate him 42 . Thecase of 38 IPMS, The Ministry of Justice, sign. A 20.5/16, s.p. 39 In one of the documents potential enemies were identified as follows: Warsaw: the enemy number 1 -Sanacja regime, the enemy number 2 -germans (sic!), the enemy number 3 -Bolsheviks; Lviv: the enemy number 1 -Bolsheviks, the enemy number 2 -Sanacja regime, the enemy number 3 -germans (sic!); Cracov: the enemy number 1 -germans (sic!), the enemy number 2 -Sanacja regime, the enemy number 3 -Bolsheviks: IPSM, Prezydium Rady Ministrów sygn. 42 Józef Garliński one of the apologists for Sikorski`s policy put things straightforwardly: it was a very unfortunate decision. Before the outbreak of the war general Tokarzewski served in Lviv as a commanding officer of the Corps area and every child knew him very well so there was no doubt that the NKVD would capture him in next to no time. [J. Garliński, Politycy I żołnierze (Politicians and soldiers), Warsaw 1991, p. 39.] Actually, General was not even able to take up the post to which he had been appointed. He was arrested by Russians while he was trying to cross the River San. In defiance of those who put forward the idea of appointing him to the position in question and sending him to death, General managed to survive, being released from the Lubianka prison on 17 August 1941. One of the officers of the Polish army commented upon the case of Tokarzewski in the following way: His fate as the commander-in-chief of the Polish underground organization was decided at the highest level. Several factors added up to this. Most important seemed to be the fear that the country was likely to come under control of the Sanacja elements which according to high new government officials had already contrived to establish themselves at the head of the home underground organization (…) General Tokarzewski was perceived by Paris as a symbol of the 22 A. Adamczyk
Karaszewicz was not an isolated one. It was one given much publicity simply exemplifying devious methods used by the government in removing high rank officers considered as political opponents. But for the fact that Karaszewicz had managed to survive the Soviet Gulag, he would have become the symbol -comparable at least to that of T. Jordan-Rozwadowskiego -of an officer exterminated for purely political reasons. Law Giving Way To Lawlessness. "Kondemnatki" and the Proceedings of the FactFinding Commission to Enquire into Recent Events in Poland and the Registration Office in the Ministry of Military Affairs. Declaring adherence to the rule of law asthe most fundamental principle to be followed in the exercise of power did not prevent the followers of both Piłsudski and Sikorski from employing extra-legal methods. Leaders of both camps either had recourse to extra-legal means or at least approved of the extra-legal actions carried out by others. It can certainly be said of some actionstaken by Piłsudski and Rydz-Śmigły in the years 1926-1939 as well asof those taken by Sikorski during the Second World War. The most spectacular example of such an extra-legal activity in the inter-war period was the Brest trial 43 . It had served as a symbol of such a devious approach to law, especially since general Sławoj-Składkowski had divulged in his memoirs that it was Piłsudski`s own initiative to accept a strategy allowing those in power to bend the rules whenever it was found convenient and suited their interests. The trial itself which came to be regarded by many as a travesty of justice 44 was used as a tool with which to remove from political life some members of the opposition.
In Paris Sikorski and his followers drew on the same mechanism in dealing with the opposition. Premier de facto decided on the personal implication of his political opponents, not doing, moreover, from the fact that a greater mystery 45 . 44 It was as early as 1940 that people who surrounded Sikorski issued a publication (the London edition 1941) designed to present Brześć as an instrument of political struggle. The Brześć affair, (London 1941, pp. 247). According to Adam Pragier, two former prisoners of Brześć detention camp were entrusted with the task of preparing the publication; socialist politician Herman Liberman and Karol Popiel. The latter was linked to Sikorski and represented Christian Democratic Party. However, Sikorski`s coterie could be charged with relativism. On one hand, for propagandistic purposes the adherents of Prime Minister declared themselves opposed tothe methods used by representatives of the Sanacja regime, but on the other they did not hesitate to employ the same methods in trying to eliminate them from political life. 45 IPMS, Prezydium Rady Ministrów (Inner Cabinet Meeting), sign. 6/a Korespondencja Wodza Naczelnego z członkami b. rządu (The Commander-in-Chief`s Correspondence with members of the former government). In response to requests submitted by former members of Sanacja governments for permission to join the Polish army in France, the Prime Minister openly accused them of Poland`s defeat in the September campaign and a devastating impression it made -and it needs to be said here that the Piłsudski adherents themselves were to blame for not doing enough to prevent the public opinion from accepting propagandistic sloganswhich presented the country as entirely unprepared for the impending conflict -created a perfect breeding ground for a propaganda campaign aimed at persuading the Polish people that leaders of the pre-war ruling camp should be brought before Tribunal of State. However, these leaders seemed to be found guilty even before they were brought to justice 46 and the main goal to be pursued by "The Fact Finding Commission to Enquire into Recent Events in Poland and The Registration Office of the Ministry of Military Affairs" -formally called upon to collect evidence against leaders of the pre-war ruling camp -was to collect evidence against a selected group of political opponents 47 . It was probably only because of dereliction of duty in preparing the country for war. A. Adamczyk the reluctance of both the French hosts and the British allies who took a very dim view of the idea of prosecuting men considered responsible for a "national disgrace" and given no chance to testify in their own defense that this idea was dropped 48 . However, the very fact that the Piłsudski adherents were facing a threat of being brought before Tribunal of State once the independence had been restored was used as an argument that they should be excluded from the Polish parliamentary system in exile 49 . The Bereza Kartuska Detention Camp and the Internment Camps in Cerizey and Rothesay. Even Marian Kukiel -the historian and the Polish general -who then served as Deputy Minister of War in Sikorski`s government and can be considered as the latter`s greatest apologist stated that "it was even a graver mistake to set up the internment camp in Cerizey for officers who for political reasons were declared unfit to remain on active duty. The same mistake was to be repeated in Britain, causing damage to the image of the government. Of course, there was nothing wrong with the establishment of the camps for the Reserve Officers. What made it so grim an attempt was the use of those camps in the political struggle" 50 . The Internment Camps in Cerizey and Rothesay were patterned on the infamous BerezaKartuska Detention Camp. Its establishment was to a certain extent a response to the assassination of Minister of Internal Affairs Bronisław Pieracki. Most leaders of the ruling camp subscribed to the view that the Polish authorities, faced with so brutal and harrowing an act, could show no sign of weakness. That is why just two days after the assassination the Cabinet of Ministers passed a resolution to establish a detention camp."Under the new regulations -says the scholar who investigated the problemauthorities acquired prerogatives vested so far only in judicial institutions. A formal indictment was no longer necessary to arrest (isolate) those whose activities came to be considered as posing a threat to public order. These new regulations gave the authorities a large amount of freedom in deciding whose conduct deserved to be interpreted as harmful to public order and whose did not" 51 . The Internment Camps in Cerizey and Rothesay functioned as camps for officers who remained at the disposal of Minister of Military Affairs. However, the role they actually performed was that of detention camp for political opponents 52 . The case of Michał Grażyński reveals a method employed by men connected with Sikorski in the elimination of the opposition of the representatives of the pre-war ruling camp. In the inert-war period Grażyński served as voivode in the region of Silesia. Following the outbreak of the war, he was appointed Minister of Propaganda. Although he was the Reserve Officer holding the rank of Major, this civil servant could hardly be considered a soldier.Having extricated himself from the Romanian trap, being an established expert on Germany, he wished to offer his services either to the President or the Prime Minister. But when he appeared in France, he was ignored. The new authorities reacted when team of instructors of the Polish Scouting and Guiding Association approved his nomination for president of this organization -prior to the outbreak of the war he exercised this function incessantly from 1931. Sikorski and his supporters objected to the idea anxious that Grażyński might prove willing to use his position for indoctrinating young people. To prevent him from doing so, they decided to mobilize him and send him off toCerizey. The defeat of France made the execution of this order impossible. In Great Britain, however, where the Polish military and state authorities were evacuated once Germany had conquered France, the same scenario was applied to Grażyński. And to add insult to this injury, he was put into a subcamp notorious for ordinary criminals, alcoholics and exhibitionists -which is how homosexuals were referred to in official documents 53 . As an additional "precaution"the 26 A. Adamczyk new authorities found it well-advised to entrustsome specially selected officers from the Polish General Staff`s Section II (Intelligence)with the task of keeping Grażyński (and Marian Zyndram-Kościałkowski -another minister of the last pre-war Polish Cabinet) under constant surveillance 54 . The Internment Camps in Cerizey and Rothesay existed for two years. Although the decision to liquidate them was madealready in the Spring of 1942, some officers were permitted to leave these detention places as late as the beginning of 1943. It was the intervention of the British MP H. Morrison that led to the final dissolution of the camps. During one of the parliamentary sessions Harrison said that it was not a good idea to forbid some Poles to take part in the struggle for independence of their own country and expressed the opinion that political vendetta was highly unlikely to help the war effort 55 .
A direct pressure applied on Sikorski by the British ally forced him to wind up the camps. The scholar who dealt with the problem of the camps wrote: "Bute was different fromBereza. People who did their time in the camp were not beaten or put behind barbed wires, but political (and personal) goals to be achieved by means of it were quite similar(…)Sikorski who felt confident of his position and had the British support to be relied on for conducting his policy turned the Internment Camps into a weapon with which to solve his political problems(…) However,neither Churchill nor the British society were willing to countenance the use of so undemocratic methods -especially by the politician who had amassed such an unprecedented executive power" 56 . Actions in violation of the Constitution.
Embroiled in violent political battles, Piłsudski and his followers often laid themselves open to chargesof violating the Constitution. The coup d`etat which they carried out in May 1926was usually taken to constitute the most telling example of constitutional violation. There is of course no doubt that the Piłsudski adherents strove to seize power. It is also quite obvious that the perpetrators of the coup d`etat struck a blow to the legal system. What, however, is still open to debate is whether the Marshal Piłsudski really intended to violate the Constitution 57 or infringe its fundamental principles 58 .
Sikorski, by contrast, often and quite deliberately put himself above the Constitution. The so-called Sikorski-Majski treaty of May, 30, 1941 -both its stipulations and the way in which it was concludedcan serve as the most evident example of it. Sikorski`s decision to get himself directly involved in the negotiations and put his signature under the treatywhile it was only the Soviet ambassador to the UK that did the same on behalf of the Soviet Union -unnecessarily showed the existing inequality between the two negotiating parties 59 . Some terms of the treaty were clearly at variance with the Polish reason of state 60 . However, the most important thing that needs to be emphasized in the attempt to elucidateSikorski`s political temper, his democratic or undemocratic ways is the fact that during the negotiations he exercised prerogatives vested in President, thus breaking the spirit as well as the letter of the Constitution. Having no license from the President to sign the treaty whose article 5 stipulated that the treaty was supposed to come into effect immediately without being ratified 61 59 The Prime Minister was one of the signatories while the ambassador served as his partner. There were no impediments (except of course for diplomatic pressure exercised mainly by the English) that stood in the way of having the treaty signed by heads of both governments, or on the part of Poland the treaty could have been first initialed by a diplomat equal in rank to Majski (it was out of the question for the treaty to be signed by the Polish Minister of Foreign Affairs, since August Zalewski was among those who were opposed to signing this treaty) and then officially signed during Siorski`s visit to Moscow. 60 The parts of the Sikorski Majski treaty that came to be regarded as remaining in conflict with the Polish reason of state were: The Article 1 of the treaty which stipulated that the Soviet-German agreements concluded in 1939 and concerning territorial changes in Poland were no longer valid (which did not amount to restoring borderline status quo ante bellum between Poland and the Soviet Union, and that was exactly the goal the President and some Polish political circles wanted to achieve). The Protocol additional to the treaty in question was also interpreted as out of keeping with the 68 and those born later 69 were aware of this. In truth, he may have considered the model elaborated by Piłsudski (coexistence of "weak" president with those in whose hands rested real power) as an ideal worth copying. And but for the escalation of the conflict with the "wraith" of Piłsudski and his adherents,he would have been likely to succeed in following the late Marshal`s example -after all the President Raczkiewicz`s deteriorating health made this scenario quite probable 70 . The so-called July crisis of 1940 when there took place a clash between Sikorski and Piłsudski adherents which resulted in debilitating both sides of this conflict made it necessary for Sikorski -whose power rested on a poor powerbase -to rely for the exercise of power on cooperation with traditional political parties 71 . Although, as has already been stated, Sikorski never eschewed his authoritarian tendencies, in 1940 he actually lost any chance to rise to a position once held by the Marshal Piłsudski.
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